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MULTIPLIERS OF L%. I

BY

DANIEL M. OBERLIN

ABSTRACT.   Let X be an abelian group, the character group of a com-

pact group G.   For a subset E of X let LE be the subspace of if-spectral func-

tions in LP{G). We show that if X is infinite and 1 < p < 2, then E can be

chosen so that not every multiplier of LE extends to a multiplier of L (G).

1. Let G be a compact abelian group with character group X. For 1 <p < °°,

let LP(G) be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to normalized Haar measure

on G, and for E Ç X, let IPE be the translation invariant subspace of LP(G) con-

sisting of those functions whose Fourier transforms vanish off of E. Let Mfe

denote the set of functions in 1°°(E) which are multipliers for the Fourier trans-

form space of LPE. Thus <p £ Mfe if and only if for every /£ IPE there exists

g e LPE with g(x) = <t>(x)f(x) for each x e E.  For 1 < p < °°, JW£ can be identi-

fied with the space of operators on LE which commute with translations by ele-

ments of G.  Let MP\E denote the set of restrictions to E of functions in

Mp (= M%). Then clearly MP\E Ç M£, and it follows from the Riesz-Thorin

theorem that Mp\E ÇMq\E if 1 <p <q <2 or 2 <q <p <°°. We are inter-

ested in the following questions:

(i) DoesMp|jj=M|?

(ii) Does an analogue of the Riesz-Thorin theorem hold for the spaces

LE1 I.e., for 1 <px <p2 < °°, are the interpolation spaces obtained by apply-

ing Calderón's complex method of interpolation to LEl and LE2 actually the

intermediate LE spaces?

(iii) For 1 <p<<7<2or2<t7 <p <«., isMf ÇMEt

Question (i) is posed for the circle group T in [2, pp. 280—281] and has

an affirmative answer for any G if p = 2 (trivially) or if p = °° (for a very easy

proof, see [10]). Question (ii) is inspired by [1, p. 344, Remarque], while (iii)

seems natural in view of (i), (ii), and the case E = X.

In this paper we treat the case 1 < p < 2 of (i). Our main result is the

following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1. If G is an infinite compact abelian group and if 1 <p < 2,

then there exists EÇX such that MP\E is a proper subset ofME.

Along the way to this theorem, we show that the answer to (ii) is some-

times negative when px = 1, p2 = 2.

In [10], a sequel to this paper, we prove an analogue of Theorem 1.1 for

the case when p > 2 is an even integer. There we also show that the answer to

(iii) can be negative. The results of the present paper and of [10] were

announced in [9].

2. In this section we present a heuristic, if imprecise, sketch of the proof

for Theorem 1.1. For unexplained definitions and notations the reader may

consult [7].

We begin by observing that in view of [4, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3], it is

sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1 for the cases X = Z, X = Z(q°°) for some prime

q, X = P*^=1 Z(qn) where {q„}^¡=x is an increasing sequence of primes, and

X = P*^=i Z(q) for some prime q.  It turns out that the second and third cases

can be deduced from the first and that this case reduces, in a certain sense, to

X = P*™=1 Z. Thus it will really only be necessary to consider infinite product

groups. This will be an important point.

Next we state

Proposition 2.1. Let E EX be a A(2) set and fix \<p < 2. Ifp>\,

suppose that E is not a A(q) set, where p-1 + <7-1 = 1. //p=l, suppose

that E is not a Sidon set.  Then ME = l°°(E) *MP\E.

Proof. The statement Aff = l°°(E) follows from LPE=L2E.  If p > 1,

Mp \E ¥= l°°(E) follows from [6, Theorem 6], while if p = 1, this follows from

Wendel 's theorem and a well-known characterization of Sidon sets.

Proposition 2.1 and the existence in any infinite abelian group X of sets

which are A(2) but not Sidon (see, e.g., [4]) combine to prove Theorem 1.1 for

p = 1. Thus we shall only consider p > 1. On the other hand, as it is not

known whether there exists a A(2) set which is not A(4), Proposition 2.1 does

not directly yield the proof of Theorem 1.1 for any p > 4/3. Nevertheless, the

idea underlying the proof of Proposition 2.1-which we present as Lemma 2.2

below—is the key to the proof of our theorem. Before we can state Lemma 2.2,

we need some notation.  For E EX, 1 < p < 2, p-! + q~l = 1, let X (E)

denote the (possibly infinite) infimum of the set

{K > 0: \\g\\Lq <K\\g\\L2 for all g E L2E}.

Similarly, let ap(E) denote
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vnf{K > 0: for every 0 £ l°°(E), there exists $ £ Af

mth*\E = <l>,\\nMP<K\\<p\\r}.

Lemma 2.2 [12, Theorem 5.3]. To each p (1 <p < 2) iAert? corresponds

a positive number Rp such that FpXp(F) < op(E) < Xp(F) /or a«j> E contained

in any X.

Thus Lemma 2.2 is a quantitative version of [6, Theorem 6]. Now let

pp(E) denote

inf{* > 0: ||dlL2 < K\\g\\LP for g £ LPE).

If the ratio op(E)jpp(E) is large, then it is possible to find a multiplier 0 of

norm one in M§- such that any 4> £ Mp satisfying $\E = 0 has large norm in

Mp. That is, if a (E)lp (E) is large, then there are multipliers in Ai£ which are

hard to interpolate by functions in Mp. Our plan is first to produce sets {F„}"=1

with op(En)lpp(En) -* °° and then to piece these sets together and produce E

for which MP\E ¥^ME. By Lemma 2.2, to produce sets {F„}~=1 with

ap(F„)/pp(F„)->oo,

it is enough to produce sets {F„}"=1 with \p(En)lpp(En) -*■ °°. To this end, we

note that the number X_(F)/ju (E) is the quotient of the norm of Xe (character-

istic function of E) as a multiplier of ¿p into Zr by its norm as a multiplier of

LE into L2. In view of Lemma 2.3 below, in order to produce sets {Fn}~=1

(in a suitable product group) with X (En)/ß (En) -*■ °° as desired, it is only neces-

sary to find a set E0 having Xp(F0)/jup(F0) strictly greater than 1. This will be

done by direct computation.

Lemma 2.3  [1, Chapitre III, Théorème 2, Lemme 1]. For i = 1,2,

let G¡ be a compact abelian group with character group X¡, let E¡ Ç X¡, and let

q>¡ be a multiplier ofLEl into LE2, 1 < p, < p2 < <».  Thenj>.o $2, considered

as a function on Ex x F2 C Xx x X2, is a multiplier ofLEl XE   into LE2 XE .

Further Ux ° 02|| = ||0,|| o ||02||.

Actually Lemma 2.3 is slightly more general than the result given in [1],

but the proofs are word for word the same.

In §§3,4, and 5 below we give the details for the groups X = P*"-i Z(q),

X = Z,X = Z(q~) and X = P*~=, Z(qn).

3. We start with some lemmas about norms on RN. For 1 <p < 2,N =

2, 3,... , let ||o||/p denote the F norm on RN. Let P = P(N) C R" be the set

of all x = (xx, . . . , xN) such that xx + • • • + xN = 0, and let
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11*11.2
M = M(N,p)=   sup     -¡7   '

0*x£P     "X"lP

Let 7T = xr(A0 be the orthogonal projection of the Hilbert space RN onto its sub-

space P, and let

Wlp   2 =     sup      ——.

Lemma 3.1. For N = 2,3, ... , M(N, 1) = 2~*.

Proof.  Fix x — (xx,. .., xN) E P(N). After reordering, there exists

some N' with 1 <N' <Nsuch that I*,! + • • • + Ijc^I = \xN>+x\ + • • • +

\xN\, for xx + • • • + xN = 0. We must show that

N ,/n      \2

But Sfl^fl = 2 S^'|^.|, so

/jV      \2 /V       \2 Í/JV'       \2       /   N \2"1

(?w) -«H -2[H +tew)J-
Thus

JV ^' AT ¡N'        \2      /    AT \2        , /AT        \2

D*fi2 =ZW2 + Z l*,l2 <(Z i*ii) +   £ i*ii) = 5fc i*,i) •
1 1 JV'+l \ 1 /        Vv'+l       / ¿\\ I

Lemma 3.2. For N = 2, 3,. . . and 1 < p < 2, «YAer M(A^, p) = 21/2_1/"

orA/(iV,p)<IWAOII;P_/2.

Proof.  Because of Lemma 3.1 we can assume p > 1.  Fix x E P with

11*11,2/11*11,,, - M.  If the function of a real variable ftt) = \\x + t(l,l,..., l)||g,

does not have a minimum at t = 0, then ML,  ,2 >M because 7r(l, 1,..., 1) = 0.

Thus we may assume that:

(a) x minimizes \\x\\pp subject to x\ + • • • + xjf = \,xx + • • • + xN
= 0;

(b) ftt) has a minimum at t = 0.

We will show that (a) and (b) imply ||x||/2/||x||/P < 21'2~1fp.

From (a) and an application of Lagrange 's method, it follows that there

are rea numbers Xt, X2 with

(1) (sgn xflxjp-l = X, xf + X2   for / - 1,..., N.

From (b) it follows that

(2) Eisgn*/)!*/-1 =0.
/-i
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Adding (1) for / ■ 1,..., N, and using (2) and xx + • • • + xN = 0, we get

that X2 = 0.  It then follows from (1) that each nonzero x¡ has the same

modulus. Since xx + • • • + xN = 0, there must be at least two nonzero x¡.

Thus IM|/2/|MI/P <2ll2~1lp follows.

Lemma 3.3. For 1 < p < 2, there exists N0 = N0(p) such that for N>NQ,

M(N,p)<\\n(N)\\¡p_l2.

Proof.  By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that there exists NQ such that

for N>NQ, ||7r(iV)||iP_/2 > 21/2"1/". But

«WO. 0.0.0) = (^-, =±, ̂ -...., =¿-J.

Thus

||7r(7V)(l, 0, 0, ... , 0)||/2 = ((N - l)/N)v>,

and so I|tt(A0II,p_,2 <** ((N - l)/^0%- Hence we need only choose NQ with

((N0 - l)/iV0)K > 21'2-1'p.

Lemma 3.4. There exists p0 £ (1, 2) such that M(N, p0) > 21/2~1/p° for

N>1.

Proof. To have M(N, p0) < 21/2_1/po xs equivalent to having 2 <

2Pol2\\x\\^p00 for x eP(N), \\x\\¡2 = 1.  For such an x, define F(x, p) =

2Pl2 S^j \x¡\p for 1 < p < 2. Since F(x, 2) = 2, it is enough to show that

there exists x = (xx,. . . , xn) £ P(l) with ||x||/2 = 1 and dF/dp\p=2 > 0.  Let

xx = ((N - 1)/A0*,   x2 - x3 m . . . = xM m -(1¡N(N - 1))*.

Thenx = (xx,. . . ,xN)eP(N) and ||x|| 2 = 1. Also

dF
dp _, = Z (&\\2 ' log|2\.|)

p  2     /=i

= log 2 + log(^-L) - Jr logtTV - 1) ̂  log 2.

Since 2765/77 = 995,328/823,543 > 1, N = 7 yields dF/dp\. > 0.
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The author thanks Professor David N. Bock for the statement and proof of

Lemma 3.4.

For an abelian group X, asetEEX,a function 0 G ¿""(F), and numbers

Pi » Pi with 1 < Pi, P2 < °°» we define ||0||£iP >p   to be the norm of 0 as a

multiplier of LEl into LE2. The norm of 0 (extended by 0 = 0 on X\E) as a

multiplier of LPl into lF2 will be denoted II0IL1>P,.

Fix a prime number q > 2, and let Xm = PJJLj Z(q) for m = 1,2.

Lemma 3.5. Fix p with 1 <p < 2. There exist sequences {Ej}J=x and

fy}/=i with E} EX and with X^E^/p^Ej) -*■ «>. (The numbers Xp and pp

are defined in § 1.)

Proof. Let NQ = NQ(p) be as in Lemma 3.3 and fix an integer m with

qm >N0. Let Ex Ç Xm be the set of all nonzero elements in the group Xm.

Let G be the character group of Xm and let T be the translation invariant opera-

tor on LP(G) defined by the multiplier function x^. on Xm. Then Lemma 3.3

implies that

II r/iu lir/ii j ll/IU
(1)       sup„     liTii       >       ^P        iifii       =       SUP       lïTïi    »

0#/GLp(G)    "JttLp 0*fi=LE  (G)   ll/lliP 0#/GLg.  (G) '""¿P

where the suprema are computed over the sets of real-valued functions in IP and

LE. (This is so because T can be identified with ■n(qm) and the subspace of real-

valued functions in LE can be identified with P(qm). Lemmas 3.1—3.3 were

worked out for counting measure, but changing the normalization of Haar mea-

sure on G only multiplies both sides of (1) by the same positive constant.)

By [1, Chapitre III, Lemme 2], (1) continues to hold when the suprema

are taken over complex-valued functions, and so (1) implies that 11%. IL,2 ^

IIX£.IIej,p,2. Thus Lemma 2.3 shows that for the sequence {Ej}J=l given by

E, = ?Ui Ei Çxm-j> we have llx^ll^/llx^llj^ ~* °°- Since Xp(Fy) =

HX£y"p,2 and Vptßj) - HX£/ll£/,p,2> this completes the proof of the lemma.

We identify the group Z(q) with the set {0, 1,. . . , q - 1}. For; =1,2,

.. . , we define the subgroup H, of P*^=1 Z(q) by specifying that x = (xx,x2,

. . .)EHfiî and only if jc/+1 = */+2 = • • • = 0. Thus#, ÇH2 Ç« • • .

Lemma 3.6. Let G be the character group of P*"= x Z(q) and fix p with

1 < p < 2.  There exists Kp such that for any fE LP(G),

'A

<Kp\\f\\    .
Lp '

Z     /(*>
\xBHJ\Hj_x

Proof.  This follows from [11, Théorème 3] and an application of Min-

kowski's inequality.
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(V such that if <k£Afö

We can now prove a strengthened version of Theorem 1.1 for the case X =

P*~=i Z(q).

Theorem 3.7. Fix p with 1 < p < 2. There exists E Ç P*~=1 Z(q) and

a multiplier 4>ofL% into L1 such that 0 is not in MP\E.

Proof. The case p = 1 follows from the argument given for Proposition

2.1 and the existence of sets E Ç P*~=1 Z(q) which are A(2) but not Sidon.

Thus we consider only the case 1 < p < 2.

Recall that Xm = ?"LX Z(q) for m = 1,2.From Lemmas 3.5 and

2.2 it follows that there exist sequences {«/}£=, and {E¡}J=l with E¡ ÇXn and

with on(Ej)lpp(Ej) >j.  It follows from the definition of op that for each / =

1,2,..., there exists 0; £ r(Ef) with ||0,||/oo < \lpp(E¡) and with Htyl^ >/

if *;. £ Mpx    is such that ^\Ej = 0y.   Since jup(Fy) = \\xE/\\EjtPt2, we have

proved that

there exists a sequence {0^,. having \\<pj\\E    2 < 1, but

'/ £ MpXn satisfies fyfe = 0,, then \\^\\PiP >/.

Consider now the map i¡ of Xn into Hn + x\Hn defined by ifxx.... ,x„ )

- (xx,..., xnj, 1, 0, 0, 0,...). Let E, be the image //£}) ÇHnj+x\Hnj and

define E Ç P*~=1 Z(q) by F = (J," , F/. Let fy be the function defined on E¡

by 3y ['/•*)] — 4>,{x) (x £ F.). Since L is affine, it follows easily from (1) that

(a) 0j\JEj,P,2  <1.

(b) if $y. is a function on P*~=1 Zfa) satisfying 3>y|g = 5y, then ifà/ll^p

>/■
Define 0 £ F"(E) by 0|j? = ?y. Then it follows from (a), Lemma 3.6, and

the fact that E¡ ÇHn.+ x\H   that 0 is a multiplier of LE into Z, . It follows

from (b), though, that 0 is not in MP\E.

The idea of using Lemma 3.6 to piece together multipliers was shown to

the author by Professor A. Figà-Talamanca. An argument similar to ours in this

respect appears in the proof of [5, Theorem B].

We conclude this section with a negative answer to question (ii).

Theorem 3.8. There exists a subset E of the group P*"=1 Z(2) such that

for some a £ (0, 1), the complex interpolation space [LE, LE]a is not the space

LE, where 1/p = 1 - a/2.

Proof. It suffices to show that there exist E and a sequence {0,}/Lt of

finitely supported functions on E such that

(a) II0/IIF,1(2 = 2/,

(b) 110/11^2,2 = 110/11,00(^ = 1,
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(0 We,p.2*<K2K2>p-»).
As before, let X¡ - P¿=x Z(2).   Let F, Ç X3 be the set of nonzero ele-

ments in the group X3, and let G be the character group of X3. It follows from

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 and from [1, Chapitre III, Lemme 2] that 11x^.11^. ,1,2 = 2

and that for some p with 1 < p < 2 we have \\xE \\ex,p,2 ^ 22*""1 + e for

some e > 0. (These multiplier norms are computed with respect to normalized

Haar measure on G.) Thus if F;. = ?n= xEx EX3., it follows from Lemma 2.3

that

(0 »Jfe/^i,2 = *.  lbte,llV,2 >(22/p-! + e)/.

We represent P*~=1 Z(2) as P*;~ , X3. and identify each X3. with its canoni-

cal image in P*^ j X3.. In this way each E¡ Ç X3 becomes a subset of P^ X3 ,

and we let F = \JJLX E¡. Since EC\X3 = Ef, it follows that \\xeWe,s,2 "

Ihfe •»£■,*, 2 f°r 1 ** s ^ °°. 1" particular, (1) implies that

11X^,1,2 = 2h \bCejHE,p,2 * 0(2*2ip-").

Since IIXe-H/oo^) = 1. (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied for the choice 0.- = \E . The

proof is complete.

4. In this section we prove an analogue of Theorem 3.7 for the group Z.

Theorem 4.1. Fix p with 1 <p < 2. There exists EEZ and a multi-

plier 0 of LE into L   such that 0 is not in MP\E.

Once Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 below are established, the proof for Theorem 4.1

is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.7.

Lemma 4.2. For a given p (1 < p < 2), there exists a sequence {E¡}J- x

of finite subsets of Z such that X^E^/p^Ej) -* «>.

Lemma 4.3. For fixed p with 1 < p < 2, there exists Kp<<*> such that

foranyfELp(T),

- II2/+1        II2 V
Z       Z    f(n)eM\\     I   <Kp\\f\\

^/=lllrt=2/+l II Lpl

Lemma 4.3 is a consequence of the classical Littlewood-Paley theorem (see,

e.g., [13, Chapter XV, Theorem 2.1]) and Minkowski's inequality. Thus only

Lemma 4.2 must be established. To dó this, we will use Lemma 2.3, but the

proof is slightly complicated by the fact that Z is not a product group. We

begin with a series of lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. Given a finite subset F ofZ2, e>Q,andp (1 < p < °°),

there exists an integer N such that for m>N and f any F-polynomial on T2,
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we have

ZÄ, x i(n. +mn7)6
f(nx,n2)e    »       2

(nx,n2)(EF
a-<oiv\,(r2)<

L"(T)

<a+e)ii/iiiP(r2).

Proof.  It follows from [3, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4] that if Hm is the closed

subgroup of T2 given by Hm = {(ew, eime): eiB £ T} (m = 1, 2, . . .) and if

Xm is the Haar measure of Hm, then the sequence {Xm}~ = 1 converges weak-* to

the Haar measure X of T2. But then Xm —► X uniformly on compact subsets of

CÏJ2).  Since the set {|/|p: /£ LPE(T2), \\f\\LP = 1} is a compact subset of

(XT2), the lemma follows.

Lemma 4.5. Let ECZbe finite. Suppose that <j>x, 02 are functions on E

and that 1 < px < p2 < °°. Fix e > 0. 77ie« there exists an integer N such

that for m>N, the function <j> defined on E + mE by 0(«j + mn2)~

0i(wi)02(n2) satisfies

\W\E+mE,Px,p2 - Wl>ih,px,p2 ° IMfr,p1)P2l<e-

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.4 (with F = F x F) and Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 4.6. Let E C Z be finite and fix p with 1 < p < 2. Given e > 0,

there exists N such that for m>N we have

\\XE+mEÏÏp,2> OIXffHp.2 _e)2-

Proof. For m = 0, 1, 2,. . . , let Tm be the translation invariant opera-

tor on LP(T) induced by the multiplier XE+mE- Let /be an F-polynomial (for

some finite F DE) such that ||/||lP = 1, ||r0/||¿2 > llxfllp>2 - «•  l*tg =

T0fand define

/m(e/9) = f(eime),   gm(eie) = g(eim6)     (m = 1, 2,.. .).

Since \\ffm\\LP -» ||/||2p = 1, ||Wm||L2 - ||g||22 > (||x£||p>2 - e)2 (by

Lemma 4.4 applied to F x F), it is enough to note that Tm(ffm) = ggm for all

sufficiently large m.

Lemma 4.7. Given p with 1 < p < 2, there exists a finite set E ÇZ

satisfying \\xE\\p.2 > Italicp,2-

Proof.  We sketch the argument.  First note that by Lemma 4.4, it suf-

fices to find such an E ÇZ2. Let E = {(1,0),(0, 1)} and let f(ei81, e'e *) =

axewi +a2eif>2 be such that ||/||lP = 1, ||/Hl2 = \\xe\\e,p,2- We can assume

that ax,a2> 0. If the function of a rea variable t -#. ||/'+'fe/("i9i+',2e2)||ip
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fails to have a minimum at t = 0 for some value of (nx, n2) G Z2\E, then we

are done. But if t = 0 is such a minimum for each (nx, n2) E Z2\E, then g =

l/lp_1 sgn/is an F-polynomial, by [8, Lemma 15.10] applied to the linear

functional L: h-+ f 2 A|/|p_1 sgñ /. And an easy argument shows that if g is

an F-polynomial, then g is a positive multiple of /, since sgn g = sgn /. Hence

l/l is constant, and 11x^11^», 2 = 1> a contradiction since LPE contains functions

of nonconstant modulus.

The proof of Lemma 4.2 is now easy. Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 show that for

any finite EEZ and e > 0, there exists an integer m such that

lIXE+melIp^ / HXi?llp,2

^E+mE^E+mE,p,2        \JXeWe,p,2i

Thus Lemma 4.7 and an induction argument yield a sequence {E¡}J- x of finite

subsets of Z satisfying 11x^11 p, a/HXEyH*£p,a ""*■ °°- Since Hx^.llp.2 = \(Ej)>

HXe.H^.,p,2 = Vp(Ej)> this establishes Lemma 4.2.

5. In this section we prove an analogue of Theorem 3.7 for the group

Z(q°°) and we prove Theorem 1.1 for the group P*ñ=1 Z(qn). We start with a

lemma about cyclic groups.

Lemma 5.1. Let {nk}°^=x be an increasing sequence of positive integers.

Let Gk be the character group ofZ(nk), considered as a subgroup of T, and fix

p (1 < p < °°), a positive integer N, and e > 0. 77ze« there exists a positive

integer K such that for k>K and any trigonometric polynomial of the form

f(eie) = S*=, f(n)eM, we have

(l-e)ll/llLP(T)<ll/lcAp(Gfc)<(l+e)||/HLP(T).

Proof. Let Xk be the normalized Haar measure on Gk and let X be Haar

measure on T. Since Xk -* X weak-*, the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.4

applies here as well.

Now fix a prime number q>2, and identify Z(q°°) with a subgroup of T

in the usual way. For k = 1, 2,... , let Hk be the subgroup of T composed of

the qkth roots of 1. Then Hx EH2 E ... , and U*=i Hk = Z(q~).

Lemma 5.2. Fix p with 1 <p <2.   There exist sequences {E¡}J=X and

{«;.};=1 with Ei EHnj+x\Hnj and with X^/p^) -» ~.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1. The set E. can be taken to

be a subset of a coset of Hn. in Hn.+ x.

Lemma 5.3. Let G be the character group ofZ(q°°) and fix p with 1 <

p < 2. There exists Kp such that for any fE LP(G),
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I Z /(*)*      I    < Kp\\f\\    .
L/=2   xeH„j+x\Hnj \\LpJ

Proof. Again, this follows from [11, Théorème 3] and Minkowski's

inequality.

Theorem 5.4. Fix p with 1 < p < 2. There exists E Ç Z(q°°) and a

multiplier 0 of LE into L   such that 0 is not in MP\E.

Proof. Given Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, the proof is again analogous to that

of Theorem 3.7.

Now let {q„}„'=x be an increasing sequence of primes. No theorem of

Littlewood-Paley type is available for the group P*~_ j Z(qn), and so we are not

able to prove an analogue of Theorem 3.7 for this group/1) Thus we prove only

Theorem 5.6. Fix p with 1 < p < 2. There exists E ç P*~=1 Z(qn) such

thatMp\E±ME.

Proof.  In view of the open mapping theorem, it suffices to produce F

and a sequence {0„}~=i of finitely supported functions in f*(E) having the

following two properties:

(b)  ll*Jlp,p > « if *„ e A/P is such that %\E = 0„.

By passing to a subsequence of {q„}%-1 if necessary, and by using Lemmas

2.2,4.2, and 5.1, we can assume that the following holds: there exist subsets En Ç

Z(qn) and functions 0„ £ l°°(En) satisfying \\Qn\\E tPtP < 1 but such that

^n\\z{qn),P,p>n

if d>„ \E  = 0„. Let F = U"_ x En where each En ç Z(qn) is considered in the

usual way as a subset of P*ñ= i Z(q„), and consider 0„ as a function on F with

support contained in En. Since F fï Z(qn) = En, it follows that H0„ll£  pp =

\\<t>n\\E,p,p- Then it is easy to see that the sequence {0„}^=i satisfies both (a) and

(b), and so the proof of the theorem is complete.
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